
Johannes Brahms (1833-97), Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68 (1876) 

  

(1)  

“Brahms takes an essentially commonplace theme; gives it a strange air by dressing it in the most 

elaborate and far-fetched harmonies; keeps his countenance severely; and finds that a good many 

wiseacres are ready to guarantee him as deep as Wagner, and the true heir of Beethoven… Strip 

off the euphuism from these symphonies and you will find a string of incomplete dance and 

ballad tunes following one another with no more organic coherence than the succession of 

passing images reflected in a shop window on Piccadilly during nay twenty minutes in the day.” 

George Bernard Shaw, The World, London, June 18, 1890 

 

 

(2) 

“It is possible that Brahms’s creations are the true type of music of the future. No doubt 

Beethoven shocked the ears of the great majority of his listeners with equal facility; and as for 

Schumann, even the present generation is not yet wholly reconciled to his dissonances. But it is 

hard to believe that Brahms is the true prophet.” 

Boston Courier, November 29, 1891 

 

 

(3) 

“To me it seems quite obvious that the real Brahms is nothing more than a sentimental 

voluptuary… He is the most wanton of composers… Only his wantonness is not vicious; it is 

that of a great baby… rather tiresomely addicted to dressing himself up as Handel or Beethoven 

and making a prolonged and intolerable noise.” 

George Bernard Shaw, The World, June 21, 1893 

 

 

(4) 

“I do not like and I cannot like the C minor Symphony of Brahms… I am willing to admit 

without argument that the Symphony is grand and impressive and all that. So is a Channel fog… 

This C minor Symphony seems to me the apotheosis of arrogance… Or let the Symphony be 

treated in symbolism: The musicians are in a forest. The forest is dark. No birds are in the forest 

save birds that do not sing… The players wander. They grope as though they were eyeless. 

Alarmed, they call to each other; frightened, they shout together. It seems that obscene, winged 

things listen and mock the lost… Suddenly the players are in a clearing. They see close to them a 

canal. The water of the canal is green, and diseased purple and yellow plans grow on the banks 

of the canal… A swan with filthy plumage and twisted neck bobs up and down in the green 

water of the canal. And then a boat is dragged towards the players. The boat is crowded with 

queerly dressed men and women and children, who sing a tune that sounds like something like 

the hymn in Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony… Darkness seizes the scene.” 

Philip Hale, Boston Journal, October 6, 1893 

 

 

 

 



(5) 

“Brahms’s C minor Symphony figured on the program. I have most carefully studied the score of 

this symphony, and have pored over the analytical program, but acknowledge my inability to 

grasp the work or to see why it was written. The composition reminded me of a visit to a sawmill 

in the Adirondack Mountains. Great logs of melodies were hauled up with superhuman power 

and noisily sawed into boards of phrases of varying lengths and thickness. Some of them were 

again reduced to shingles and laths of figures, to be finally stacked away in a colossal pile of a 

climax… Brahms despises the charm of mere beauty. His harmonies are abrupt and not 

luxurious, his melodies quaint or grim rather than beautiful. He is somewhat too manly a musical 

bully.” 

Clarence Lucas, Musical Courier, New York, December 6, 1893 

 

 

(6) 

“After the weary, dreary hours spent in listening to the works of Brahms I am lost in wonder at 

the amount of devotion accorded him and the floods of enthusiasm with which he is 

overwhelmed. I endeavor to comfort myself with the thought that even though Brahms gives us 

nothing in the way of beautiful themes, lovely harmonies or refreshing modulations, his example 

in preserving those musical forms, which Wagner sought to destroy, might stimulate other 

composers to enliven the old symphonic molds with melodies of beauty and grade. But, no. What 

do we see instead? Mistaking Brahms’s un-beauty for a new line of thought, his followers amuse 

themselves with seeking in what a variety of means they, too, can twist and torture a series of 

commonplace tones and chords.” 

Edgar Stillman Kelley, San Francisco Examiner, May 9, 1894 

 

 

(7) 

“Art is long and life is short: here evidently the explanation of a Brahms symphony.” 

Edward Lorne, Fanfare, London, January 1922 
 

 


